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everal times during any given year while serving as Editor of HORIZONS,
I have either received calls, email messages or letters from church members
asking for advice about missions programs. I cannot remember being at a
meeting like the NACC or the National Missionary Convention during the past
ten years when someone did not ask to have a conversation about the same topic.
The question does not surprise me, nor are the conversations laced with brilliant
insights. Actually this topic is not particularly original as an editorial, because
I have addressed it before. However, this editorial is different, if for no other
reason than its origin.
As a young man playing football, I was constantly trying to gain weight.
(You can ask my wife, she knew me then.) Nearly forty years later, I constantly
struggle with my body and mind to reverse the procedure! Recently, as I was
moving from one exercise apparatus to another, I thought about Paul’s words in
I Corinthians 9. “I run straight to the goal with purpose in every step . . . I discipline my body like an athlete, training it to do what it should.” (NLT) Emotionally, I needed the reminder that increasing the incline and speed on the treadmill
was indeed hard, but necessary, work.
Individuals do not deliberately gain weight and lose muscle tone. We put
on the pounds because we lose sight of certain goals and we are not willing to
continue the hard work required. The same is normally true of a missions program. Very few congregations deliberately de-emphasize missions, it simply
drifts to a lower priority. The goal of WORLD evangelism is replaced with a new
building, two new staff people, additional parking, etc. None of these others are
evil, but it is easy to allow what serves us to become more important than what
serves others. A successful missions program requires the same amount of hard
work as before to find new and fresh ideas. Hard work is required for missions to
maintain its priority in a world requiring a dozen new programs in the church on
an annual basis.
It would be wonderful for someone to simply offer us the newest emotional
appeal that is guaranteed to instantly create interest in missions. It would be
revolutionary if someone (somewhere) would invent the fool proof missions trip
(oh yes, with all the arrangements made as well). Unfortunately, none of these are
going to occur. I am always happy to have the opportunity to speak to a congregation about world evangelism, but no outside speaker is the answer. If you want
a vibrant missions program in your congregation that holds the proper priority in
the budget . . . hard work is required to realize the goal and to maintain the direction. You think about that!
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Arizona Reservation
What Man Did…

Diana Lawrence

Executive Director,
Arizona Reservation
Ministries in
Globe, Arizona

Jesus Christ
promises Hope.
His Unconditional
Love breaks down
the deep-seated
pains of abuse and
opens doors to a
brighter future!
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Visions of Europeans clad in pilgrim apparel sharing a Thanksgiving feast with Natives dressed in little more than paint and loin
cloths brings a smile to the face of many as they consider that first
“Thanksgiving” celebration. Roast pheasant, deer or other wildlife
would have provided the protein. Yams, corn and cranberries added
the perfect touches to a delicious meal. As children, we have been
taught that the Indians were the ones that taught these newcomers
to plant that corn to survive the severe winter. More than a century
earlier, conquering navigators from Spain traversed the seas in the
Nina, the Pinta and the Santa Maria. Their discoveries were remarkable, their conquests also celebrated. These brave travelers risked
their very lives to explore and conquer uncharted lands. We have
focused so much on the land, on the resources, and on the possibilities of expansion, that somehow the fact that humans already lived
in this newly “promised land,” that they even existed at all, is almost
an after-thought. Between nine and twelve million people already
lived in what is now the continental United States when Columbus
arrived with his companions. These people lived in harmony with
the land and all other residents -- winged, fur-bearing and swimming.
Most today refer to these inhabitants, now (six hundred years later)
numbering less than five million, as “Native Americans” or “American Indians.” Because “Americans” is a European term, I have yet
to meet a precious descendent of those first inhabitants who really
cares about the name, preferring their tribal name or simply “friend.”
What mankind inflicted upon these “friends” is truly heartbreaking.

Ministries
As colonization began, Virginia made the practice of
selling these first inhabitants as slaves to Europe legal.
Many, including those traveling with John Smith, had
Native slaves. Many are not aware of the devastating
fact that, unintentionally, entire tribes were exterminated
simply by their exposure to illnesses Europeans had
developed immunities to but they had never experienced. Unfortunately, not every illness was
unintentionally inflicted. While forcing those
traveling on the “Trail of Tears” to their new
home west of the Mississippi River, blankets
were laced with Small Pox, wreaking havoc on
the already weary travelers. In 1775, the British
Crown offered 40 pounds for the scalp of a Native male
and 20 for that of a woman or child. Andrew Jackson
worked very diligently to move all Natives to homes
west of the Mississippi. The Cherokees, at the time
of this relocation, had the Bible written in their own
language and printed on their own presses. All equipment, farms, and property were abandoned as European
settlers forced them to leave. In the 1930’s, our federal
government decided the best solution to the “Indian
problem” would be to (again) relocate them…this time
to urban areas. This was done without thought to language, familial or cultural barriers. Treaties have been

broken innumerable times…at least five
times on the San Carlos Apache Reservation
alone. The late President John F. Kennedy said
in 1963,
“Before we can set out on the road to success, we have to know where we are going;
and before we can know that, we must
determine to know where we have been in
the past.” It seems a basic requirement
to study the history of our Indian people.
America has much to learn about the
heritage of our American Indians. Only
through this study can we as a nation do
what must be done if our treatment of the
American Indian is not to be marked down
for all time as a national disgrace.
-- Russell, American Indian Facts of Life.

What God requires…
Many would argue that these treaties and their
violations are not the responsibility of people
today. After all, none of us made those treaties
or broke them. What would God ask of us?
As God’s children, we would need to look at
the Bible for guidance in this as in every situation. Joshua made a treaty with the Gibeonites
that God did not orchestrate. Saul, years later,
broke this treaty. As years continued to pass,
God caused a draught to occur on the land of the
Israelites during David’s reign. When David asked
God why this draught had occurred, God prompted
David to repent from the broken treaty of Saul.
David did not make the treaty, and David did not
break the treaty. Yet, God asked for David to bring
restitution for this offense. I pray our Nation would
recognize this situation and proceed as God would lead.
January 2007 l
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The situation today…
Today, the people on the reservations across the United
States live in unbelievable poverty. Our congressmen
traveled to several reservations in the spring of 2005.
Robert Ney (R, OH) said he had been to 48-50 third
world countries and had never seen the living conditions on these reservations. Maxine Waters (D, CA) said
that those constituents living in the Los Angeles area in
impoverished conditions lived in “heaven” compared
to what she had just seen on the reservations. The San
Carlos Apache Reservation in, central-eastern Arizona,
has an unemployment rate of 77%! There simply are not
enough jobs to go around. How do you drive to a job
without a car or buy a car without a job? What industry
will invest in facilities on land known as sovereign, the
deed still held by the U.S. Government, the land simply
“leased” to First Nations? Generational poverty, alcoholism, drug use and gang activity are now “home” for
many, many Native inhabitants. Drug cartels are creating beach heads on reservations as methamphetamine
manufacturing sites. The need for income and the vast
areas where drug enforcement is limited, at best, make
for an ideal environment for such illegal activity. There
is a boy riding a skateboard at seven years old helping his
father deal drugs. Homes meant to hold a small family
house twenty as members wait up to 15 years for a home
of their own…or live in shacks, tents, and abandoned
cars. The hopelessness is evident. What could possibly
remedy the centuries-old problems that exist across the
United States today? Jesus Christ promises Hope. His
unconditional love breaks down the deep-seated pains of
abuse and opens doors to a brighter future!
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“God’s ARMs Around the
Reservation…”
Arizona Reservation Ministries was built upon two basic
principals. The first is that God is given the leadership
position. Instead of simply asking for Him to bless us
and to lead as we proceed with our agenda, it is our goal
to ask for Him to lead and for us to faithfully follow.
With God, the tempo of growth is always an adventure!
The second principal is a reflection of the historical relationship between Europeans and First Nations People.
As other mission agencies will concur, those best able to
minister on a cross-cultural mission field are those who
embrace that culture as their own. The idea behind the
acronym A.R.M. is found in Exodus 17 where Moses
must keep his hands raised in order for the Israelites
to win the battle. Aaron and Hur each take an arm to
ensure the victory. “Moses” is our Apache brothers and
sisters. Anglo A.R.M. staff is represented by Aaron.
Those from across the U.S. that choose to also partner
in innumerable ways are then represented by Hur. We
must serve our Native brothers and sisters. To do less
would simply result in the same missionary egotism
that has resulted in centuries-old mission work with
minimal success. How this is “fleshed out” varies as
God leads. A.R.M. conducts VBS programming while
Apache adults lead their own revivals. We are working
on Apache church facilities for congregations who are
unable to purchase supplies themselves and much more!
A.R.M. ministers on a weekly basis from two buses
transformed into classrooms, complete with televisions
for Christian videos, appropriate video games, Legos,
Mr. Potato Heads, rollerblades, jump ropes and more.

Children from one year old through 11 meet in one bus while teens meet
in another outfitted specifically for them-complete with a basketball hoop
on the back! From these centers, families are also receiving friendship and
hope as relationships with A.R.M. staff grow.
Arizona Reservation Ministries was incorporated in 2002. God had been
leading this organization long before its beginnings! God gave an 82year-old church building just 10 minutes from the San Carlos Apache Reservation to this ministry as its new home base. The price was just $1.00! A
bus was donated to become the first mobile ministry center for this reservation. God saw to it that the colors it was painted were the same as those of
the San Carlos High School! Over the next few years, many events have
occurred for which only God could receive the praise. A meeting was
planned with the Director of the Tribal Housing Authority to discuss our
partnership in building homes for those in need on this reservation. Upon
arrival, we were ushered into a conference room where not one, but eight
tribal leaders were seated, waiting for our discussions. After this meeting
ended, the Director ushered us into his office. He had just started a Biblebased church on this reservation! With college degrees in business, theology, and psychology, this leader was now adding a tremendous responsibility to his life by shepherding a flock of Apache Christians! All he would
ask of us was a precious time of prayer! We thought the church God had
provided just a few years before would be adequate for our ministry needs.
With the ever-increasing arrival (and need!) of visiting work groups, we
had paid over $30,000 to a neighborhood hotel to house them. When
A.R.M. began, this establishment offered beds to sleep eight volunteers for
just $30.00 per night. New owners decided that amount should increase to
$100.00 per night. We were renting several storage units to hold donated
furniture, and other items temporarily before distribution to Apache homes.
Our one mobile ministry center grew to three (the first now “retired”), an
electric truck, two mini-vans and an airport shuttle. God was truly blessing
this ministry! We started to look for property. Again, God would do “immeasurably more than we could ask or imagine!” In the winter of 2005,
we were able to purchase 45 acres (that was never on the market) the same
distance from the reservation as our church/home base. The appraised
value is over one million dollars. The owner sold the property to us for
$500,000, giving back $50,000! When one staff member was conversing
with a member of Globe’s Chamber of Commerce (the reservation bordertown where A.R.M. is located), he mentioned the size of property we were
looking for. This woman simply laughed, as she knew no such property
existed! When God moves, the faithless only laugh for a moment! The
adventure continues!
God has an incredible amount of love for the descendants of those who
greeted both Columbus and the pilgrims. He offers a hope that can conquer
any abuse, despair or broken promise. May God call people to come alongside these precious people in ever-increasing numbers. May He work in
mighty ways on the reservations of these United States.
January 2007 l
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woman’s
touch:

The Tale of Two Mothers

(Names have been changed to protect privacy.)

T
Diana Lawrence

Executive Director,
Arizona Reservation
Ministries in
Globe, Arizona

We need to
daily pray
for our
Native
brothers
and sisters.
Their battles
with the evil
one are
brutal and
front-line.
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he early years of these two San
Carlos Apache mothers is still
unknown as friendships deepen with
women on the staff of Arizona Reservation Ministries. Jessica diligently cares
for her growing kids. One daughter
has successfully graduated from high
school; another is progressing through
the tribal high school. Her two sons
are taught at the border town of Globe
where the educational facilities offer
more. They will most likely graduate
from this system’s junior high and then
follow in their sisters’ footsteps, completing their education on the Reservation. Jessica’s days are unbelievably
hectic as she drives her children to various sporting events-some hours away
from home. The girls have excelled at
golf. One son is an exceptional soccer
and baseball player. She will not leave
them as most parents do. She remains
with them while practicing, competing,
etc. Jessica is also a godly example.
Her children are required to read the
Scriptures on a regular basis. She has
been responsible for the children’s ministries at her Apache church for years.
These older girls now teach Children’s
Church in her place when needed. We
pray for the Lord to continue to bless
this family. Jessica and her husband
have been married for many years. He
is also a godly example as well as being
a faithful husband, father and provider.
“Grandma Josephine” raised her
five children in the church, too. She
remembers watching as her daughters
sang in the church choir at another

Apache church. Something happened.
While these daughters were still in their
teens, Josephine and her husband began
a years’ long addiction to alcohol. We
are so thankful that she and her husband
have ceased the alcohol abuse, but the
devastating results of that period of time
are now wreaking havoc on the “third
and fourth generations.” Daughter #1
has four children. Prior to moving in
with Josephine and her husband, this
daughter’s children would go to bed
without adult supervision as both parents were out “partying.” This partying
couple became grandparents themselves
as their eldest daughter gave birth at
the age of fifteen to her first son. As
this child arrived, this new grandmother
left home with another man. Daughter
#2 has three children. One of these
grandsons was selling drugs at the age
of eleven. This family also has a teen
mother-one son born last year, another
arriving just this winter. Both baby
boys have been taken from their young
mother as drugs, etc. created a terrifying environment. Daughter #3 has
moved several times-constantly changing homes and men. This has created a
frightening environment for her children. Daughter #4 “celebrated” the birth
of her third daughter, (fifth child) while
drunk in their living room. Her husband, also drunk, had beaten her to the
point of delivery of a child they didn’t
even know was coming. Her third-grade
daughter was there, watching as her new
baby sister arrived.
Why such a difference in these

While Satan must inflict his blows in subtle
ways within the mainstream churches of the
U.S., on the Reservations, his presence is
obvious. . . . These families need God’s power.

two families? Life on the Reservations is incredibly difficult. Not only
are physical challenges insurmountable: 77% unemployment, alcoholism
over 50%, drug abuse, gang activity
and more, but the spiritual challenges
are also more than most can imagine.
While Satan must inflict his blows in
subtle ways within the mainstream
churches of the U.S., on the Reservations, his presence is obvious. Visitors
from across the United States who
choose to volunteer with Arizona
Reservation Ministries have often
mentioned the “spiritual darkness”
that they can feel. When a Native

family makes the decision to represent Jesus Christ on the Reservations,
they become a prime target of the evil
one. Over and over, A.R.M. staff has
celebrated the accomplishments of
an Apache couple who has chosen to
step up and serve in an Apache church
or ministry only to later discover that
alcohol, infidelity, or drug use has
marred their witness. Please, please
pray for Jessica and her family.
Please also pray for Josephine and
her ever-increasing brood. Unfortunately, Josephine’s family is far
more common on the Reservation
than Jessica’s. The staff of Arizona
Reservation Ministries is regularly
interacting with countless families
with similar situations.
Child Protective Services will
not break the cycle that has painfully
inflicted families. No tribal or other
government agency can meet the
deep needs that create these situations. These families need God’s
power. We need to daily pray for
our Native brothers and sisters. Their
battles with the evil one are brutal
and front-line. The godly DO exist

on the Reservations. Visitors regularly arrive at our offices simply to
travel through the San Carlos Apache
Reservation, hearing stories and praying at various locations on a “Prayer
Journey.” It is our prayer that many
would begin to daily pray for their Native brothers and sisters. Their very
lives depend on it.

Arizona Reservation Ministries was established in April of 2002 to provide “God’s
ARMs around the reservation.”  A.R.M. exists to make disciples of the Native American People, empowering them to meet the physical and spiritual needs of their community, motivating them to become active members of local Bible-based churches.

Arizona Reservation Ministries
P.O. Box 2393     l     Globe, AZ  85502
(928) 425-8449     l     www.azrez.org     l     information@azrez.org
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prayer
guide:

February

1 Pray that 2007 will see an increased focus in mission ef-

16 Earl & Ruth Anne Haubner (Brazil) request prayer as their

2 Pray that there will be an increased effort by Christians to

17 The Haubners also request prayer as 6 teams are scheduled

forts by local churches and individuals.

reach the Muslim world for Christ this year.

3 Pete & Fran Laughren (South Africa) request prayer for
the church in George that they may become more involved
with evangelism and church growth.

power outages, shortages of fuel and food, as well as business closings are making it extremely difficult to buy supplies and get needed repairs.

5 Pray for Mission Services as decisions are being made regarding possible relocation into downtown Knoxville.

6 Pray for missionaries who are pioneering the use of Kingdom Enterprises to advance the Gospel.

7 Marty & Tina Ganong (PBT-Guinea) request prayer as the

Susu New Testament is to be completed and ready for distribution this year.

8 Daryl & Carol Krause (Philippines) request prayer for

those affected by a super-typhoon which recently hit their
area of Aklan on Panay Island.

9 Churches in India still need our prayers as they face persecution for their faith.

10 Steve & Rhonda Hayward (PBT-Papua New Guinea) re-

quest prayer that God’s Word will become firmly planted
in the lives of the Tay Christians.

11 IDES requests prayer for Joe & Tammy Luttrell and Ron

Loomis as they oversee the house building project in Pearlington, MS.

12 IDES also requests prayer for a visa extension to be granted to their workers in Indonesia who would like to stay one
more year to oversee the tsunami house project.

to work with their Amazon Boat Ministry in 2007. They
have already made plans for 4 trips in 2008 as well.

18 Pray for Matt Woodward as he heads up church planting
efforts in New Orleans. Pray for the right timing for the
launch date for the Gathering.

19 Pray for someone to replace Matt Woodward as the

Crossroads team leader for New Orleans. Matt is transitioning to lead Team Expansion’s church planting efforts
in New Orleans. We also need someone to lead Crossroads’ efforts in Chicago.

20 Pray for Kim Hageman as she works in Taiwan.

Praise
God for her rapid support raising and smooth transition
out of children’s ministry. Pray that she can complete all
requirements to reach Taiwan soon.

21 Pray for safety and protection for the David Linn family
in Caracas, Venezuela.

22 Pray for Martin & Susan Brooks and their family. Mar-

tin serves as a field coordinator with Team Expansion in
new field projects and strategic partnerships with other
organizations.

23 Pray for Jim Richter as he raises support to work full
time as Security Director with Team Expansion.

24 Pray for protection and effective ministry for a couple
in a sensitive country. Pray for Muslim friends and acquaintances to come to know Christ this year. Pray for
peace concerning family situations.

Team Expansion

4 Kathy McCarty (Zimbabwe) requests prayer as continual

medical ministry treats people in remote Amazon villages.

25 Continue in prayer for military personnel serving around
the world.

26 As one missionary said it, “Pray for the worn out, depressed-out, and stressed-out missionary.”

13 Praise God for the number of brothers and sisters who are

27 Jim & Laurie Barnes (Czech Republic) request prayer as

14 Emrys & Usha Rees (India) request prayer for the comple-

28 Polish Christian Ministries requests prayer for effective

considering Chinese ministry. Pray for commitment and
follow through.
tion of a new building to provide care for HIV-AIDS victims.

15 The Reeses report they currently have beds for 5 patients,
but have a registered case load of over 1,000.
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they continue with plans to open a specialized library in
Berlin, Germany.
solutions to meeting space problems in several Polish
churches.

coming
events:

Gifts

in memory of:
Winston Honsberger
by
Arvilla Honsberger
Clarence, NY

Howard E. Ray
by
Gwen Ray
Sharlotte Ray
Louisville, KY

in honor of:
Ken & Judy Bosworth
by
Mrs. Clair Bosworth
Webster City, IA

Beth Bon Durant
by
Grace Presley
Ball Ground, GA

NEWS
briefs
u

Steve and Janeece England of Missionary Relief Services
will start their eighth relief assignment starting January
12, 2007. They will be relieving Ben and Karen Pennington in Masvingo, Zimbabwe.
MRS is a ministry to long term missionaries when they
return to the States on furlough. Career missionaries
need to be able to go on furlough to report to supporting
churches, see family, and be fed spiritually without worrying about their ministry/home on the field.
For more information about the work of MRS, or to
schedule them to assist your mission, contact the Englands at vsengland1973@yahoo.com. They are presently
taking requests for future relief assignments.

2007
July 3-6

North American Christian Convention
Kansas City Convention Center
Kansas City, MO
Theme: “It’s Time”
Alan Ahlgram, President
Contact information:
110 Boggs Lane, Suite 330
Cincinnati, OH 45246
513-772-9970
web: nacctheconnectingplace.org

August 6-8

75th Anniversary Celebration of the Korean
Christian Churches & Churches of Christ
Seoul, Korea
Contact information:
Dr. Yoon Kwon Chae
PO Box 1728
Seoul, Korea 100
yoonkwonchae@hotmail.com

September 4-6

Restoration Forum XXV
Ozark Christian College, Joplin, MO
Theme: “In all Things, Love”
Contact information:
Victor Knowles
Peace on Earth Ministries
PO Box 275
Joplin, MO 64602-0275
victor@poeministries.org

November 15-18

60th National Missionary Convention
Duke Energy Center (Cincinnati Convention Center)
Cincinnati, OH
Marsha Relyea, President
Contact information:
Walter Birney
PO Box 11
Copeland, KS 67837
1-800-972-1137 or 620-668-5259
wbirney11@asol.com
web: nationalmissionaryconvention.org

2008
July 30 - August 3

17th World Convention
Nashville, TN
Theme: “Together in Christ”
Contact information:
World Convention Churches of Christ
Box 41487
Nashville, TN 37204-1487
worldconv@aol.com
January 2007 l
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a professor’s
opinion:

Myopic or Hyperopic?
A

George Keralis
Academic Dean,
Summit Christian
College

What is the
cure for both
maladies?
Simply put,
they need
to train
their eyes to
see things
through
Jesus’ eyes.
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fter countless appointments with ophthalmologists over fifty years, you would think that
I would know the difference. Everyone in my immediate family wears glasses. But
sometimes I forget the difference between myopia and hyperopia (also known as hypermetropia). Now I’ve got you confused too.
Myopia, in laymen language, is near sightedness. Hyperopia or hypermetropia is far
sightedness. If you are near sighted then you can see things clearly close up. Things at a distance are a blur. If you are far sighted, then you can see things clearly at a distance, but things
up close are a blur. My problem is neither myopia nor hyperopia. I’m simply blind.
Jesus’ disciples suffered from both these eye disorders. It is doubtful that corrective
lenses were available. However, they didn’t suffer from a physical eye disorder as much as
they suffered from a spiritual eye disorder.
Jesus was with His disciples near the city of Tiberias, located on the northern shore of
the Sea of Galilee (John 6:1ff). The crowds were following Him because of the signs that He
had performed by healing the sick. After ascending to the mountain with His disciples, He
tested Philip. “Where are we to buy bread, that these may eat?”
Philip’s hyperopia becomes quite apparent with his statement of fact. He looked
out and saw the long-range problem clearly. If you had 200 denarii, you couldn’t feed the
multitude with even a little bit. A denarius represents about one day’s wages. In Matt 14:21,
we are told that there were about 5,000 men in the crowd. The Scripture says “men” (andre$
[andres] not anqrwpoi [anthropoi]). Is it possible that Jesus fed a multitude of over 5,000
men, women and children? Could the number have been somewhere between 5,000 and
15,000 people?
Philip’s long-range vision was clear. He saw the multitude. He calculated the cost. He
did the arithmetic. His answer was simple. This is impossible. While he could see things
clearly at a distance, the big picture, his up close vision was blurred.
Andrew, on the other hand, suffered from myopia. He clearly saw things that were
very close – “five barley loaves and two fish.” However, when he saw the big picture, the
distant problem, everything became a blur. “But what are these for so many people?” His
long-range vision was blurred.
Both men needed corrective lenses. Philip’s hypermetropia prevented him from seeing the Lord who was standing very near to him. Andrew’s myopia allowed him to see the
meager supplies of a lad, but prevented him from recognizing the Lord of the universe whose
recent activities failed to register on his optic nerve.
Jesus took the loaves and after He gave thanks, He began to distribute the bread. He
did likewise with the fish. The people took as much as they wanted. Over 5,000 people participated in a filling meal, not in some psychic group hypnosis. “And when they were filled,
He said to His disciples, ‘Gather up the leftover fragments that nothing may be lost.’” Twelve
baskets of leftovers were gathered up. A meager amount of food, not two-hundred days of
wages, fed over 5,000 people.
Just as Philip and Andrew needed corrective lenses, so a number of our church bodies
may need corrective lenses. The hyperopic committee sees the greatness of the problem, calculates the expense involved, and says, “This is impossible.” Consequently, they do nothing.
The myopic vision of a mission committee or eldership sees the meager supplies of the church

and the church’s immediate needs, and says, “What good can we
do?” So they don’t do anything.
What is the cure for both maladies? Simply put, they need
to train their eyes to see things through Jesus’ eyes. They need His
eyes as corrective lenses. He saw the multitude. He saw the meager
amount of food. He saw the Creator of the universe. He thanked
God for what was available and went to work using what He had,
depending on God’s grace to supply His needs. This same Jesus can
touch our eyes and make us see perfectly just as He healed the blind
man in John 9, or the two blind men in Matt 20, or the many who
were blind in Luke 7:21. After all, He is the Great Physician.
Raising money for missions can be quite a chore at times.
Those of us who have done this kind of work know that some who
have plenty give very little. Some who have very little hold it
tightly as though their future security depended entirely upon this
paltry sum. Then there are those who see the world through Jesus’
corrective lenses, His eyes, and say, “Here’s what we have. Take it
and use it for the Kingdom.” Interestingly, these types of givers also
have leftovers to care for the immediate needs of those around them.
Of course, all this can be quite discouraging for the missionary raising the funds. As we were raising funds for Russia,
my brother, who spent time in India and Zimbabwe as a medical
missionary, gave me a good piece of advice. It goes something like
this. “If the Lord intended for that church or individual to give, and
they did give, praise the Lord. If the Lord didn’t intend for them to
give and they didn’t give, then praise the Lord. If the Lord intended
for them to give and they didn’t give, the Lord will take care of
them. You just praise the Lord and move on.”

F. D. BALDING & ASSOCIATES
“Advancing Kingdom Ministries”

Consultation Services to Ministries With Vision for the
Long-Term Stewardship of their Mission
CASE STATEMENTS
FEASIBILITY STUDIES
ADVANCEMENT AUDITS
MENTORING SERVICES
SEMINARS & RETREATS

Office: 330.830.9495

Fred D. Balding, M. Div.

Cell: 330.309.6092
Email: drmdmrfb@sssnet.com
Web site: www.fdbalding.com

Over 20 years of Advancing Kingdom
Ministries . . . AT YOUR SERVICE

TALK WITH ME TODAY ABOUT
BUILDING YOUR TOMORROW

KOREA CHRISTIAN GOSPEL MISSION

“PRAISE THROUGH PAIN”

Yoon Kwon Chae, Director
Central P.O. Box 1728, Seoul, Korea 100
yoonkwonchae@hotmail.com

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Books by Yoon Kwon Chae:
t Praise Through Pain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00
t Great Big Father . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
t The World is Hungry for the Gospel . . . $7.00
t Love is Immortal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
t My Dear American Friends IV . . . . . . . $5.00

About the author: A graduate
of San Jose Christian College
and Lincoln Christian Seminary,
founder of Korea Christian
Gospel Mission, Seoul Christian
University, Geon Christian
Children’s Home, Braille
Christian School, Radio and
Prison Ministry.

t Yours Because of Calvary  . . . . . . . . . . $5.00
t History of Korean Christian Churches  . $5.00
About these books: Experiences and inspirational
stories of over 40 years of ministry among refugees,
orphans, and forgotten lives in Korea and in the
deserted areas of the world. You will laugh and cry
with the author.

Order Books From:
Mrs. Jean Morgan
56 Yukon River Circle
Brownsville, TX 78520-9576
(956) 541-5665
Jmorgan@ies.net

Chae’s latest book
Proceeds: to Geon Home

Forwarding Agents:
Mr. & Mrs. Lester LeMay
P.O. Box 25886
Tempe, AZ 85285-5886
(480) 730-1231
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in touch:

around the world
A FRICA
Dodowa-Accra, Ghana -- Pictured at
left are Dr. Ronald Rife and Ms. Moyce Aryee.  
Dr. Rife was one of the founders of Ghana
Christian College and Seminary (now Ghana
Christian University) in the late 1960s and early
1970s, returning briefly in the mid-1980s. In
1996, Ron and his wife, Doris, again were requested to return to Ghana.  Ron now serves as
Educational Consultant for the University.
Ms. Aryee serves as Chairman of the
Board for Ghana Christian University College.  
She also leads “Salt and Light” ministries and
is Executive Director of Ghana Chamber of Mines.  The mining is mostly for gold,
hence this country’s former name “Gold Coast.”
Pictured below are Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Rife who were honored during
Ghana Christian University College’s 40th anniversary and graduation celebration.  Others pictured in the background are:  Joseph Nsiah, Augustin Tawiah, and
President Manuel Adjei.
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Thank You

MSA is extremely grateful for all our faithful donors. The following have given to our most recent “Christmas
Gifts that Reach Around the World” appeal. These were received in our office as of January 12, 2007.
Altman, Pauline L.
Arntzen, Myra
Barnes, M/M Larry
Barnett, M/M Frank
Barrett, Lizzie Mae
Barricklow, Carolyn R.
Beamer, M/M David L.
Bedinger, Lorain
Berndt, Helen
Bice, M/M Marion
Bishop, Wilfred
Blazek, M/M Robert
Bonner, Pat
Bosworth, Cleo
Bourne, M/M Glenn H.
Buchanan CC, MI
Byers, M/M Ralph
Cain, Marion & Joan
CC Missionary Group
#2, Protection, KS
Cecil, M/M Edward
Central CC, Brownsville, TX
Chaney, M/M Glen
Chastain, Jean
Clark, Donald J.
Clark, M/M Duane
Clites, Louise G.G.
Cloud, M/M Philip
Coe, Betty
CofC Dorcas Circle,
Wymore, NE
Coggeshall, JoAnn
Compton, M/M Harold
Cotton, M/M Knute
Daugherty, M/M Glen
Davis, Doris
Dickinson, Clarence
Dietz, M/M Raymond
Eberly, Robert
Elias, Marian

Elliott, Richard
Eubanks, Philip &
Nancy
Fife, M/M Tom
Filby, Faye
Finnie, M/M Gerald
First CC, Sullivan, IN
First CC, Villa Grove, IL
Forbes, M/M Robert C.
Garden City CofC, Columbus, IN
Gibbs, M/M Harold
Giles, M/M Ray
Gill, M/M Harry R.
Graver, M/M Bruce
Grimstead, Carey
Harland, M/M Max
Harpster, Dolores
Hawks, Inez
Heart of Christ CC,
Debary, FL
Hetrick, M/M Claude
Hill, John J.
Hoffman, Marie
Hoffmeister, Tonya
Honsberger, Arvilla
Hooper, Evelyn
Hose, Alice
Huber, Katharine
Hug, M/M Bernal
Huron, Rod
Illman, Dr. Dwain C.
Jacobson, Elsie C.
Jarrett, Hugh & India
Juarez, Claudia
Kegerreis, Ruth
Kelley, M/M Charles
Kight, M/M Curtis
Lee, M/M Nelson
Lehigh Acres CC, FL
Lemmon, Helen

Lester, M/M U.S.
Linnwood CofC, Lafayette, IN
Longfield, M/M Robert
N.
Lowry, M/M Roland D.
Mac Donald, Ann H.
Malinnag, M/M Andres
Mathes, D/M W.T.
McFarland, Adele
McFarland, M/M Jon
McNeil, M/M Marlin
Meyer, M/M Stephen K.
Morrical, Lena E.
Morse, Tom & Debbie
Moyer, M/M Harold
Murray, M/M Walter W.
Myer, M/M Jay
Nall, M/M Luther
Nichols, Franklin & Lois
Nicholson, M/M Alvin
Ockerman, Lois
Oden, Lorraine
Ogburn, Jonathan &
Susan
Omer, M/M Shelley A.
Ozan, M/M Fred
Pickel, M/M Lloyd
Pleasant, Edna
Presley, Grace
Pruitt, Mrs. Bob
Ray, Mrs. Howard
Ray, Sharlotte
Reddington CC, Loyal
Lend-a-Hand Class,
Seymour, IN
Reyes, Emiterio &
Gloria
Rising Sun CC, Des
Moines, IA
Ritchey, M/M Vinton

Riverlawn CC, Wichita,
KS
Robertson, Jeff & Jane
Rudolph, M/M Martin
Sandefur, M/M David
Sandefur, M/M Roy
Schaeffer, M/M Conrad
Schaub, Helen
Shermer, Eleanor T.
Shockey, Retha
Silver, Lois
Sizemore, Denver &
Helen
Smith, Gayle & Barbara
Smith, Martha
Snyder, Wanda
Sorb, M/M Warren
Spaulding, Hazel
Spencer, M/M Forrest
Stapler, M/M Clark
Stevenson, Richard
Stoll, Don
Tennison, Joyce
Thomas, Ron & Carol
Todd, Don
Tompkins, M/M Carl J.
Trinkle, M/M Charles L.
Troutt, M/M Myrlen
Tucker, Marjorie
Tuttle CC, OK
Weaver, M/M Norman
L.
Western, M/M Bill
Wilder, M/M Robert
Wiley, Colleen
Williams, M/M Lee Roy
Willingham, M/M Roy
Wilson, M/M Larry G.
Wolfe, Mary
Wrenn, M/M Robert
January 2007 l
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Before you move, please send the mailing label with a copy of your new address to
MISSION SERVICES ASSOCIATION, PO Box 13111, Knoxville, TN 37920-0111.

Addresses
P.O. Box 13111
Knoxville, TN 37920-0111
7545 Hodges Ferry Rd.
Knoxville, TN 37920

Mission Services Association
PO Box 13111
Knoxville, TN 37920-0111

Address Return Requested

Non Profit Org.
37950-9998
U.S. Postage Paid
Knoxville, TN
Permit #374

Phone Numbers
1-800-655-8524 (USA)
865-577-9740 (Outside USA)
865-573-5950 (FAX)
E-Mail Address
msa@missionservices.org
Web Address:
www.missionservices.org

Staying in touch with
supporters has always
been a challenge for the
independent missionary.  
Should I use printed
newsletters?  Perhaps
I should stick with email
because it is cost
efficient. Maybe a web
site would be just the
ticket, but I don’t want
to spend the time to learn
the software.  How do I
make sure that all my
communication and
publicity work together
to tell the story of my
ministry?

Having trouble choosing the best way
to communicate with your supporters?

On and on the challenges
go.  With no denominational
office to make the decisions,
the missionary has to either
take time away from vital
ministry or leave those
decisions in the hands of
the already time strapped
forwarding agent.  
Fortunately, there is a place
where help can be found.  
There is a ministry that is
devoted to the missionary’s
communication needs.

Mission Services offers:
l 60 plus years of experience in helping missionaries communicate
with supporters
l Talented graphic arts professionals with experience in print and
electronic media
l Team members with decades of experience in ministry and marketing
l Assistance in choosing the best communication media for your
ministry
l Quality web design and publishing at subsidized prices
l Service from a staff that is devoted to mission work and missionaries

